In an increasingly sedentary world, it’s important to encourage kids to do what they do best... SHAKE AND MOVE! As adults, it might be hard to remember the natural fun we used to have just getting up and moving in the middle of a school day.

At Fun Time Entertainment, we are ALL ABOUT fun, and have a performer who is able to bring out the fun with kids all over the DFW Metroplex.

“Shake and move” is a show for small children ranging from early childhood to Kindergarten. It is perfect for day cares, too! Our performer, Bernadette, gets everyone up and moving with music, fun, and most importantly - LAUGHTER. Little ones just love this show!

If you have any questions about this early childhood favorite, we would love to talk with you. You can reach us at 214-886-4243. We would love to talk with you!
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